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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Lead author - My expectation is that you will all leave here today with a revolutionized B2B Marketing plan that will generate highly qualified leads for your organizations, accelerate sales pipeline performance, and maximize Marketing’s impact on revenues.  Kaci can share her expectations
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is the global leader in innovative 

communications and marketing services, 
enabling organizations to connect and 

engage with their target audiences 
worldwide. 
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MarketingSherpa is a research and publishing 
organization serving the marketing community 

MarketingSherpa’s research cycle 
provides knowledge for continuous 
improvement of marketing 
performance 
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Realizing a Return on Your Social Marketing Investment 
Strategies behind the monetization of the social media channel 

 
• Getting strategic about social marketing 
• How CMO priorities and perceptions are driving investment 
• Why social integration is accelerating marketing performance 
• An architecture for generating and guiding leads to conversion 
• Case study: Generating 70% more leads and doubling revenue/account 
• How to calculate social marketing ROI for the C-suite 

Today’s agenda 



Getting strategic about social marketing 
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• Social marketing maturity determined by the process an organization uses to 
plan, execute and measure the performance of social programs 

• Trial Phase: Lack of process leads marketers to focus tactically on technology instead of 
strategically on financial performance 

• Transition Phase: Marketers begin to see the pay off of repeatable processes in terms of 
financial return 

• Strategic Phase: Marketers are able to optimize their strategy to continually improve social 
marketing performance and increase ROI 

The strategic phase of social marketing maturity 

Three Phases of Social Marketing Maturity 

Trial Phase Transition Phase Strategic Phase 

Organization does not have a 
process or guidelines for 

performing social marketing. 

Organization has an informal 
process with a few guidelines it 

sporadically performs. 

Organization has a formal process 
with thorough guidelines it 

routinely performs. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One of the most important insights we gained from this study is how far marketers have advanced through the three phases of social marketing maturity.The process an organization uses to plan, execute and measure the performance of social marketing programs determines its phase of maturity.In the Trial Phase, an organization… (read each phase name and description from table).(Discuss chart using bullets and ad lib commentary. e.g. after the first bullet, “the good news is about one-in-five organization have already reached the Strategic phase, but the bad news is nearly twice that are still in the Trial phase.”)End with a something like “a strategic process is needed to effectively manage the investment and the required resources to monetize the social channel and prove ROI. Now Sergio is going to show you how.”
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Why reaching the strategic phase is important 

• Chart: 46% of organizations are 
in transition between the trial 
and strategic phases 

• Challenge: Monetizing the 
channel and proving ROI to win 
over skeptics in C-suite who 
control the budgets 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One of the most important insights we gained from this study is how far marketers have advanced through the three phases of social marketing maturity.The process an organization uses to plan, execute and measure the performance of social marketing programs determines its phase of maturity.In the Trial Phase, an organization… (read each phase name and description from table).(Discuss chart using bullets and ad lib commentary. e.g. after the first bullet, “the good news is about one-in-five organization have already reached the Strategic phase, but the bad news is nearly twice that are still in the Trial phase.”)End with a something like “a strategic process is needed to effectively manage the investment and the required resources to monetize the social channel and prove ROI. Now Sergio is going to show you how.”



CMO priorities and perceptions 
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Priorities for social media are changing –  
now it’s “show me the money" 

• Social channel monetization factors 
are top-of-mind priorities for CMOs 

• Goal of social channel monetization: 
Measureable return on investment 

• Strategic phase organizations are 80% 
more likely than Trial phase to 
prioritize ROI 

• Why? Trial phase organizations don’t 
have a process for performing social 
marketing or measuring ROI 
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Perceptions driving social marketing investment 

• If social marketing perceived to 
produce ROI, investment follows 

• Strategic phase 4X as likely as 
Trial to produce measureable ROI 

• Why? No process, no proof of 
ROI, no investment 

• Think social marketing is free? 
You’re destined to get what you 
pay for! 
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The promise of social marketing ROI a reality 
 

• Average social media ROI 95% 
• 25% CMOs are doubling their 

social investment (100% ROI) 
• Overcoming the myth that social 

marketing ROI isn’t measureable 
• Later – how to calculate social 

marketing ROI for the C-suite 



Social integration accelerates performance 
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Integrating search and social media is essential 

• 76% agree that “many natural 
search listings today are linked 
to social media content, so the 
integration of social media and 
SEO tactics is absolutely 
essential.” 

• Search algorithms focusing on 
fresher, more relevant content 
– social media 
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Together, social media and organic search 
accelerate inbound lead gen and conversion 

• Chart: Q. Are you integrating social 
media and SEO tactics to increase 
inbound lead generation? 

• Nearly half of respondents involved 
in inbound marketing for the 
purpose of increasing lead 
generation 
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Social impacts organic search traffic conversions 

• Chart: Conversion rates from 
organic search traffic 

• Search marketers who integrate 
social media improve conversion 
rate by 59%. Why?... 

•Rankings are driven by relevance 
•Relevance increases credibility 
•Credibility drives conversions 

• How are marketers integrating 
organic search and social media to 
guide leads to conversion? 



An architecture for generating and  
guiding leads to conversion 
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Without an architecture to integrate social media,  
leads are lost before reaching a conversion point 
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The hub and spoke architecture 
• Architecture implementation is key 

to achieving strategic phase of social 
marketing maturity 

• Objective is to use social media to 
systematically generate and guide 
leads to conversion 

• The hub and spoke architecture is 
built on three levels… 
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1. Organic search – foundation of architecture 

• “Everything begins with a search” 
• Organic search rankings based on 

content timeliness and relevancy 
•Timeliness is characteristic of social media 
content and conversations 

•Relevancy is optimized with search terms 
permeating architecture content 

• Organic search the primary driver of 
lead traffic to hub and spokes via 
timely and relevant content 
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2. Spoke sites – the synergy of integration 

• Two common types of spoke sites 
•Social networks are for building 
communities and relationships through 
trustworthy engagement 

•Multimedia platforms are for storing 
content and making it accessible 
throughout the architecture 

• Synergy of search, social media and 
content: The whole is greater than 
the sum of its parts 

• Number of spoke sites not important 
– but having a plan and a purpose for 
each site is 
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3. Hub sites – leads converge and convert 

• Two common types of hub sites 
•Blogs are the hub of social marketing 
strategy – leads converge  

•Websites are the hub of the overall 
marketing strategy – leads convert 

• Architecture systematically guides 
leads into the hub for conversion 

• Landing page optimization critical to 
rate of conversion and ROI 



MarketingSherpa case study 
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Delivra’s strategy pulls in 70% more leads and 
doubles annual revenue per account 

• MarketingSherpa Case Study: 31911 
• Delivra: email service provider 
• Challenge: list fatigue and limited budget for  

outbound tactics causing decline in quantity and 
quality of leads 

• Objective: improve quality and quantity of leads 
with inbound strategy using existing resources 

• Gap: lack of content and a social marketing 
architecture to accomplish objective 
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Building a strategy for inbound marketing success 

Five-step strategy:  
 
1. Created guidelines to align brand 

messaging across old/new channels 
 

2. Designed a social marketing architecture 
with a plan and purpose 

 

3. Produced high-value, search engine 
friendly content for lead conversion 

 

4. Leveraged automated marketing for  
rapid response 

 

5. Analyzed and optimized for ROI 
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1. Guidelines align brand messaging across 
    channels from conversation to conversion 

• Push to create content for attracting 
leads looking for “email marketing” 

• Content guidelines describe services 
and competitive differentiation 

• Applied across channels – all online, 
customer service, sales reps, etc. 

• PR strategy to accentuate credibility 
• Pace of adoption was “shocking”  
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2. Design a social marketing architecture 
• Organic search is the foundation of 

the architecture 
• Spoke sites for building 

communities and relationships, 
and content accessibility 

•Facebook 
•Twitter 
•LinkedIn 
•Niche social network 

• Hub sites where traffic converges 
and converts 

•Blog 
•Website 
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3. Add content designed for SEO and conversion 

• Two types of content produced: 
  1. Open access – keyword-rich blog 
posts and how-to articles to lift search 
rankings and establish subject matter 
expertise 
 

  2. Premium content behind registration 
form – highly relevant exchange of 
value (whitepapers for contact 
information) 

• Form data integrated with CRM 
system for further qualification 
and sales hand-off process 
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4. Leverage auto-response marketing 

• Nurturing process for inbound leads 
different than paid outbound 

• The faster inbound leads were acted 
on, the faster they converted 

• Inbound leads more likely to have 
interacted/requested info from co.  

• Inbound leads receive auto-response 
confirmation email, but not 5-part 
series paid outbound leads receive 
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5. Analyze and optimize  

• Key inbound KPIs analyzed 
•Number of leads captured 
•Ratio of leads to sales 
•Average value of sales 
•Average return on investment 

• ROI – prove financial return to win 
skeptics who control budget  
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Results of Delivra inbound marketing strategy 

• Website traffic increased 20% 
•Cut SERPs for major keywords by half 

• Blog now generates 3-4x more 
traffic than the website 

• Inbound leads increased 70% 
• Quarterly revenue increase 25-40% 

•Annual revenue/account doubled 
 



Calculating social marketing ROI 
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• Tracking  the right metrics for determining the value and cost of social 
media marketing can be a challenge 

• “Around 10% of our social media activity directly translates to bottom-line 
results, making ROI easy to determine for that portion. However, 90% of the 
work has to do with people building their reputation online and helping 
others, so they can effectively promote the brand online. That big chunk of 
work is impossible to measure in terms of ROI.”      –Insight from a CMO 
 

ROI is a measure of financial value returned on 
every dollar invested 
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When it comes to calculating social media ROI,  
some metrics matter more than others 

• Qualitative, non-financial metrics CAN be measured 
• Quantitative, financial metrics SHOULD be measured 
• Financial values are metrics that matter most for proving ROI 

•Return on engagement, return on innovation, etc., mean nothing in the C-suite 
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Values CMOs don’t use to calculate the Return 

• Many values can be measured 
• Estimated value of quantitative 

social media metrics 
•Likes/Fans 
•Followers 

• Estimated value of qualitative social 
media metrics 

•Sentiment 
•Awareness/Voice 

• These metrics useful to monitor 
audience but not to measure ROI 
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Values CMOs do use to calculate Return 

• Actual sales on ecommerce sites can be tracked to social media engagement 
• Most organizations know the estimated value of a qualified lead – use it! 
• There are two ways to gain value – increasing income and reducing costs 

•Not factoring social media’s ability to reduce customer support costs is a missed opportunity 

• Which values can and should you use to calculate social marketing ROI? 
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Costs CMOs do use to calculate Investment 

• Investment side of ROI equals costs 
associated with social marketing 

• Social falls into two main media 
categories – earned and paid 

• Earned media time intensive tactic 
requiring  more human resources  

• Paid media cash intensive tactic 
requiring fewer human resources 
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Formula for calculating the ROI of social marketing 

(Value gained from investment – Cost of investment) / Cost of investment = ROI 

• ROI analysis: Social lead gen campaign 
 

• Value: 500 qualified leads tracked to 
social at est. value $150/lead = $75k 
 

• Cost: Staff plus other expense = $15k 
 
 
 

• ($75k - $15k) / $15k = 400% ROI 

Value Gained 
Minus Cost 

Divided by 
Cost 

Equals 

ROI 



The evolution of social media marketing:   
Taking theory to practice 
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"Between the dawn of civilization and 
2003, five exabytes of information 
were created. In the last two days, five 
exabytes of information have been 
created, and that rate is accelerating”  

-Eric Schmidt , Google 
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Image Credit: http://www.flickr.com/photos/darrenhester/5068931996 
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Financial Metrics:  
• ROI 
• Paid, Earned, Owned 

Media Value 
• Sales Metrics that can 

be linked to activity.  

Non-Financial Metrics: 
• Growth of communities 
• Visibility of Communities and 

Content 
• Engagement Metrics – Like, 

Google+’s, Shares 
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Trust Over Attention 
 
Trust will continue to replace 
attention as the Currency of 
the web and business. No one 
will pay attention if they don’t 
trust you. 
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Case Study 
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RE
SU

LT
S 37% of visitors 

spent more 
than 3 min on 
landing page 

Over 630,000 
page views in 
30 days 

22,00+ video 
views 

200+ whitepaper 
downloads 

Case Study 
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